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Abstract: Many scientific applications can be structured as Parallel Task
Graphs (PTGs), that is, graphs of data-parallel tasks. Adding data-parallelism
to a task-parallel application provides opportunities for higher performance
and scalability, but poses additional scheduling challenges. In this paper,
we study the off-line scheduling of multiple PTGs on a single, homogeneous
cluster. The objective is to optimize performance without compromising
fairness among the PTGs. We consider the range of previously proposed
scheduling algorithms applicable to this problem, both from the applied and
the theoretical literature, and we propose minor improvements when possi-
ble. Our main contribution is an extensive evaluation of these algorithms in
simulation, using both synthetic and real-world application configurations,
using two different metrics for performance and one metric for fairness. We
identify a handful of algorithms that provide good trade-offs when consider-
ing all these metrics. The best algorithm overall is one that structures the
schedule as a sequence of phases of increasing duration based on a makespan
guarantee produced by an approximation algorithm.
Key-words: Multi-criteria Scheduling, Resource Allocation, Parallel Task
Graphs, Cluster
This text is also available as a research report of the Laboratoire de l’Informatique
du Paralle´lisme http://www.ens-lyon.fr/LIP.
De l’allocation de resources pour
l’ordonnancement concurrent de graphes de taˆches
paralle`les sur grappes
Re´sume´ : De nombreuses applications scientifiques peuvent eˆtre struc-
ture´es sous la forme d’un graphe de taˆches paralle`les, c’est-a`-dire un graphe
de taˆches data-paralle`les. Ajouter du paralle´lisme de donne´es au paralle´lisme
de taˆches offre l’opportunite´ de meilleures performances et d’une plus grande
extensibilite´, mais pose des proble`mes d’ordonnancement supple´mentaires.
Dans cet article, nous e´tudions le cas de l’ordonnancement hors-ligne de
plusieurs graphes de taˆches paralle`les sur une unique grappe de calcul ho-
moge`ne. L’objectif est d’optimiser les performances sans toutefois compro-
mettre l’e´quite´ entre les graphes de taˆches. Nous conside´rons l’ensemble
des algorithmes d’ordonnancement propose´s dans la litte´rature, aussi bien
d’un point de vue the´orique qu’applique´, qui peuvent eˆtre applique´s a` ce
proble`me. Nous proposons e´galement de petites ame´liorations lorsque cela
est possible. Notre principale contribution est l’e´valuation extensive en sim-
ulation de ces algorithmes, en utilisant des applications re´elles et synthe´-
tiques, en conside´rant deux me´triques de performance diffe´rentes et une
me´trique d’e´quite´. Le meilleur algorithme structure l’ordonnancement en
une se´quence de phases de dure´es croissantes et reposant sur une garantie sur
le temps de comple´tion obtenue a` l’aide d’un algorithme d’approximation.
Mots-cle´s : Ordonnancement multi-crite`res, allocation de ressources,
graphes de taˆches paralle`les, grappes
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1 Introduction
Scientific applications executing on parallel computing platforms can ex-
ploit two types of parallelism: task parallelism and data parallelism. A
task-parallel application is partitioned into a set of tasks with possible prece-
dence constraints to form a task graph. A data-parallel application exhibits
parallelism at the level of loops, so that iterations can be executed conceptu-
ally in a Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) fashion. A way to expose
increased parallelism, to achieve higher scalability and performance, is to de-
sign parallel applications that use both types of parallelism, using so-called
mixed parallelism. With mixed parallelism, applications are structured as
parallel task graphs (PTGs). A PTG is a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG)
in which vertices represent tasks and edges represent precedence constraints
and possible data dependencies between tasks. Each task is a data-parallel
task. Each task is thus moldable, meaning that it can be executed using
different numbers of processors. The number of processors allocated to a
task is called the task’s allocation. The task execution time is typically
non-decreasing as the allocation increases. Figure 1 shows two possible con-
figurations of an example 5-task PTG, each configuration corresponding to
different allocations. PTGs arise naturally in many applications (see [8] for a
discussion of the benefits of mixed parallelism and for application examples).
processors
execution
time
A: 3,2 A: 1,3.5
B: 6,1 C: 3,3
B: 2,3 C: 5,2
D: 1,4 D: 4,2
E: 6,1.5
E: 4,2.5
Example configuration (b)Example configuration (a)
number of
task
Figure 1: Example 5-task PTG, with two possible configurations. Each task
is labeled as X : x, y, where X is the task’s name, x is the task’s allocation,
and y is the task’s execution time.
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One well-known challenge for executing PTGs is scheduling, that is, mak-
ing decisions for mapping computations to compute resources in a view to
optimizing some performance metric. Mixed parallelism adds another level
of difficulty to the already challenging scheduling problem for task-parallel
applications because data-parallel tasks are moldable. This raises the ques-
tion of how many processors should be allocated to each data-parallel task.
In other words, what is the best trade-off between running more concurrent
data-parallel tasks each with a smaller allocation, or running fewer concur-
rent tasks each with a larger allocation?
Sharing of a commodity cluster for scientific application is tradition-
ally done via batch schedulers [14]. Batch schedulers do not optimize user-
perceived notions of performance and fairness [17, 27]. Furthermore, most of
them (the exception being OAR [4]) do not provide guidance to pick num-
bers of processors for tasks, which is a key question for PTG scheduling.
For these reasons we do not consider batch scheduling, but instead study
the sharing of cluster resources among multiple PTGs in an off-line context,
in which several PTGs have been submitted by different users and are ready
to execute at the same time. The objectives are: (i) to minimize the overall
makespan of the execution of all the PTGs; and (ii) to maximize the fairness
among the PTG executions.
Three approaches have been proposed in the literature that relate to the
above problem. In [32], Zhao et al. propose several techniques for scheduling
multiple task graphs of sequential tasks. They either combine multiple task
graphs into one and then use a standard task graph scheduling approach, or
perform task-by-task scheduling over all tasks in all task graphs. In [21, 22],
N’takpe´ et al. propose a different approach by which each PTG is simply
given a subset of the processors and scheduled on this subset using a known
PTG scheduling algorithm. The size of each subset is determined according
to various criteria pertaining to the characteristics of the PTGs. Finally,
in [11], Dutot et al. propose bi-criteria algorithms for scheduling indepen-
dent moldable jobs, based on an approximation algorithm for optimizing the
makespan [12]. Their work addresses a more general problem than the one
addressed in this paper because PTGs are a special case of moldable jobs.
Our main contribution in this work is a comparison of all the above
algorithms. This comparison is done in simulation, over a wide range of
representative scenarios, using three metrics related to performance and/or
fairness. Also, instead of using the algorithms exactly as they have been de-
scribed in the literature, we have enhanced them with several common-sense
improvements and, when required, modifications so that they are usable for
our target problem.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work.
Section 3 details our platform and application models, and gives a precise
problem statement. Section 4 describes all scheduling algorithms, which we
INRIA
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evaluate experimentally in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper with a
summary of our findings.
2 Related Work
Several authors have studied the scheduling of multiple task graphs of se-
quential tasks onto heterogeneous platforms [32, 9, 16]. In [32] four algo-
rithms are proposed that combine multiple task graphs into a single compos-
ite task graph, which is then scheduled using a standard task graph schedul-
ing algorithm, and two algorithms that perform task-by-task scheduling over
all tasks in all task graphs in a view to optimizing fairness. In [9] a two-level
distributed scheduling algorithm for multiple task graphs is proposed. The
first level is a WAN-wide distributed scheduler responsible for dispatching
the different task graphs (viewed at this level as a single task) to several sec-
ond level schedulers that are LAN-wide and centralized. The focus of that
work is more on environment-related issues (such as machine failure rates
and queue waiting times) than on scheduling concerns (such as promoting
fairness among applications). In [16] the authors propose a hierarchical
competitive scheduling heuristic for multiple tasks graphs. A restrictive as-
sumption, which we do not make in this work, is that each application is
responsible for its own scheduling and has no direct knowledge of the other
applications. All the above focus on task graphs of sequential tasks and
not on PTGs. Consequently, they do not address the difficult issue, which
arises in PTGs, of how many processors should be given to each task. In
this work we extend the algorithms in [32] to PTGs and include them in our
evaluation.
Several algorithms have been recently proposed to schedule a single PTG.
Most of these algorithms proceed in two phases. During a “resource alloca-
tion phase,” they determine how many processors should be used for each
task. Once all task allocations are determined, a “task mapping phase” is
used to assign tasks to particular processors at particular times, insuring
that those processors are available to execute the task and that task prece-
dence constraints are respected. The CPA (Critical Path and Area-based
scheduling) algorithm in [25] aims at finding the best compromise between
the length of the critical path and the average area (which measures the sum
of the processor×time area required by all tasks). One drawback of CPA is
that, for some application and platform configurations, it produces alloca-
tions that are too large and reduce concurrency in a way that is detrimental
to performance. The MCPA algorithm in [2] addresses this drawback in the
case of a PTG structured as a sequence of levels comprising independent
tasks. Unlike CPA and MCPA, the iCASLB algorithm in [31] performs re-
source allocation and task mapping simultaneously by iteratively increasing
the allocations of tasks on the critical path, with a look-ahead mechanism
RR n➦ 7224
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to avoid being trapped in local minima, and a backfilling post-processing
phase to improve the schedule. All three algorithms assume a homogeneous
platform. The HCPA algorithm in [20] extends the CPA algorithm to hetero-
geneous platforms by using the concept of a homogeneous reference cluster
and by translating allocations on that reference cluster into allocations on
actual clusters comprising processors of various speeds. The M-HEFT al-
gorithm in [6] extends the well-known HEFT algorithm for scheduling task
graphs [30] to handle PTGs. Weaknesses in both HCPA (and thus in CPA)
and M-HEFT were identified and remedied in [23], which performs a thor-
ough comparison of both improved algorithms. In the case of a homogeneous
multi-cluster platform, an algorithm to schedule a single PTG was recently
proposed in [13]. This algorithm is based on a resource allocation algo-
rithm that provides a performance guarantee, but has high computational
complexity. Directly extending these heuristics and algorithms to schedule
multiple PTGs simultaneously is an open question. In this work we use the
improved HCPA algorithm from [23] for scheduling individual PTGs within
specific subsets of the available processors.
To the best of our knowledge, the only previously published work that
targets the scheduling of multiple PTGs is [22], which assumes a homoge-
neous, but multi-cluster, platform. The authors propose several algorithms
that attempt to constrain the amount of resources that can be allocated to
each PTG judiciously. We include these algorithms in our evaluation. In
this work we restrain our study to the case of a single homogeneous cluster,
which is the most commonly available type of parallel computing platform.
From the theoretical standpoint, the problem of scheduling multiple
PTGs is a special case of the problem of scheduling independent moldable
jobs, given that PTGs are inherently moldable. This problem has been
studied for homogeneous clusters and a guaranteed algorithm for makespan
optimization with a 3/2 + ǫ approximation ratio is given in [12]. Particu-
larly relevant for this work is the work in [11], which builds on the algorithm
in [12] and proposes algorithms for solving a bi-criteria scheduling, with the
two criteria being makespan and weighted average completion time. We
build on the ideas in [11] to develop algorithms for scheduling PTGs rather
than generic moldable jobs.
3 Problem Statement
3.1 Platform and Application Models
A cluster consists of P processors. We use the term processor to refer to
an individually schedulable compute resource. With this terminology, a
“processor”may, in fact, be a physical compute node that is a multi-processor
and/or multi-core computer. Processors are interconnected by a high-speed,
low-latency network. A PTG is modeled as a DAG G = (V, E), where
INRIA
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V = {vi | i = 1, . . . , V } is a set of vertices representing data-parallel tasks,
or tasks for short, and E = {ei,j | (i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , V } × {1, . . . , V }} is a set of
edges representing precedence constraints between tasks.
While we model task precedence constraints, we do not model any com-
munication network or any data transfer between tasks, with the same ratio-
nale as in [1]. The algorithms we study generate schedules in which a task
may complete well before the beginning of one or more of its successors.
This affords much greater flexibility for fair sharing and efficient use of clus-
ter resources for multiple simultaneous application executions, but precludes
the use of synchronous network communication between tasks. Instead, the
output data generated by a task must be stored temporarily until its re-
cipient task begins execution. A simple way to sore output data is to save
them to files (e.g., via a parallel file system on a Storage Area Network).
We assume such an approach. The overhead of storing output data and
of loading input data is comprised in each task’s performance model as an
overhead that depends on input and output data size. Note that, in some
schedules, a direct network communication between two tasks is possible
when a successor task happens to start executing right after its predecessor
completes. Nevertheless, we make the simplifying assumption that all data
communication is handled via file I/O.
Without loss of generality we assume that G has a single entry task and
a single exit task. Since data-parallel tasks can be executed on various num-
bers of processors, we denote by T (v, p) the execution time of task v if it
were to be executed on p processors. In practice, T (v, p) can be measured
via benchmarking for several values of p, or it can be calculated via a per-
formance model. The overall execution time of G, or makespan, is defined
as the time between the beginning of G’s entry task and the completion of
G’s exit task.
3.2 Metrics and Problem Statement
We consider the simultaneous execution of N PTGs on a cluster. The prob-
lem is to allocate resources to the tasks of these PTGs and to schedule them.
We consider three metrics to quantify the quality of a schedule.
A popular metric to evaluate the level of performance achieved by a job
that competes with other jobs is the stretch, also called slowdown. In our
case, jobs are PTGs, and the stretch of a PTG is defined as the makespan
achieved in the presence of resource contention divided by the makespan
that would have been achieved if the PTG had had dedicated use of the
cluster. For instance, if a PTG could have run in 2 hours using the entire
cluster, but instead ran in 6 hours due to competition with other PTGs,
then its stretch is 3. This is the most widely accepted definition in the
literature, with a lower value denoting better performance. Note, however,
that in [32], whose algorithms we evaluate in this paper, Zhao et al. define
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the stretch as the inverse of the standard definition. In our description of
the work in [32] we use the standard definition. It is understood that when
we use terms like “increasing” or “smaller,” in the original article Zhao et
al. would have used “decreasing” or “larger.” For PTG i = 1, . . . , N , we
use C∗maxi to denote the execution time on the dedicated cluster, and Cmaxi
to denote the execution time in the presence of competition with the other
PTGs. We quantify the overall performance of the PTGs using the average
stretch, defined as follows: schedule as:
N∑
i=1
Cmaxi /
N∑
i=1
C∗maxi .
Note that this definition is not the arithmetic mean of the stretches. While
the arithmetic mean would seem more nature, it is less stable than the
above metric, as seen in a simple example. Consider a 100-processor cluster
on which to schedule 101 independent, sequential jobs. 100 of these jobs run
in 1 time unit, and one runs in ε time units. There are two reasonable types
of schedules: either the task with execution time ε runs before a task with
execution time 1 (schedule A), or it runs after such a task (schedule B). The
standard average stretch definition gives 101+ε for schedule A, and 101+1/ε
for schedule B. As ε becomes small, in spite of the schedules not being
dramatically different, these stretches diverge and schedule B has an infinite
average stretch. Using our definition above, schedule A has average stretch
(100+2ε)/(100+ ε) and schedule B has average stretch (101+ ε)/(100+ ε).
As ε goes to 0, these two schedules have roughly equivalent stretches. While
the average stretch captures a notion of average performance as perceived
by the jobs, we also use a standard metric for the performance of the whole
batch of PTGs, i.e., the overall makespan defined as maxi=1,...,N Cmaxi .
One of our objectives is to evaluate the ability of scheduling algorithms
to achieve fair schedules, i.e., schedules in which all PTGs have the same
stretch. There are several definitions of fairness in the literature in our
context. One possibility is to define unfairness as the difference between the
maximum stretch and the minimum stretch, or the average absolute value
of the difference between the stretch of each PTG and the overall average
stretch [32, 22]. Another natural definition would be to define unfairness as
the standard deviation or the coefficient of variance of the stretches. Yet
another possibility, which we adopt in this work, is to quantify unfairness as
the maximum stretch, defined as maxi=1,...,N C
∗
maxi/Cmaxi . If the maximum
stretch is optimally minimized, then all PTGs have the same stretch and
fairness is optimal. Minimizing the maximum stretch has long been known
to be a good approach to improve performance as well as fairness [3]. We
select this metric because its value is easily interpreted when compared to the
average stretch. Another advantage of this metric is that it is not completely
agnostic to performance. Consider schedule A in which all PTGs have a
INRIA
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stretch of 1,000, while a schedule B exists in which all PTGs can have
stretches between 10 and 20. With the aforementioned fairness metrics,
schedule A would be deemed preferable because the unfairness would be
equal to 0. However, schedule B is preferable to all users, which is clearly
indicated by the maximum stretch metric.
4 Resource Allocation and Scheduling Algorithms
In this section we describe the algorithms that we include in our study.
Whenever applicable, we explain how we have improved algorithms proposed
in the literature or how we have adapted them for our target scheduling
problem.
4.1 Baseline Algorithm
We consider a na¨ıve algorithm that serves as a baseline comparator for all
other algorithms. This algorithm, which we call SELFISH, operates as fol-
lows. For each PTG, SELFISH uses the HCPA algorithm in [23] to compute
the allocation (i.e., the number of processors) for each task of the PTG. This
is done assuming that the entire cluster is dedicated to the PTG’s execution.
The HCPA allocation computation proceeds as follows. Initially, each task
is allocated only one processor. Task allocations are then increased itera-
tively. At each iteration, HCPA selects the task v, with current allocation
pv, on the current critical path that would benefit the most from one ex-
tra processor, i.e., the task v for which the ratio T (v, pv +1)/(pv +1) is the
smallest. The allocation of this task is then increased by 1 (vp ← vp+1) and
the process is repeated. HCPA uses a stopping criterion to decide when to
stop increasing task allocations. The goal is to achieve an optimal trade-off
between the length of the critical path and the average processor utilization.
We refer the reader to [23] for the details of this stopping criterion.
Once an allocation has been computed for all tasks of all PTGs, these
tasks are scheduled on the cluster using a simple list-scheduling approach.
Consider task vi,j , i.e., task j in PTG i, and let bli,j denote the task’s
bottom-level. SELFISH sorts the tasks by decreasing bli,j values, and then
schedules each task, in this order, as early as possible. Once a full schedule
has been produced there may be opportunities to reduce schedule fragmen-
tation by moving task start times earlier. SELFISH takes advantage of such
opportunities by using the same backfilling post-processing phase as that
used in [31], inspired by the “conservative backfilling” technique used by
batch schedulers [19]. Tasks are considered in the order in which they were
scheduled and each task is started as early as possible as long as no other
task is delayed. We reuse this technique as a way to compact schedules
at the last step of all the algorithms described hereafter, and simply call
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it “backfilling.” We have found it to be beneficial for all our performance
metrics for all algorithms.
One clear weakness of SELFISH is that it does not differentiate between
“short”and“long”PTGs. Since it schedules all tasks of all PTGs together, by
decreasing bottom-level, the completion of a short PTG could be postponed,
leading to a high stretch. Recall that for each PTG i we have applied the
HCPA algorithm assuming that the full cluster is dedicated to that PTG,
leading to execution time C∗maxi . We propose two simple enhancements to
SELFISH to ensure that tasks belonging to PTGs with short execution times
are given higher priority. SELFISH_ORDER is similar to SELFISH, but instead
of sorting tasks by bli,j values it sorts them by increasing C
∗
maxi values, and
then by decreasing order of bli,j values. This simply amounts to schedule
short PTGs before long PTGs. SELFISH_WEIGHT instead sorts the tasks
by decreasing bli,j/(C
∗
maxi)
2. This heuristic attempts to weigh the bottom
level of a task by the makespan of its PTG so as to give priority to tasks
belonging to short PTGs. The use of the power 2 does not have a theoretical
justification, but in our experiments led to much improved results. In all
these algorithms all ties are broken randomly.
4.2 Algorithms Based on Zhao et al.
In [32], Zhao et al. describe six algorithms for the scheduling of multiple task
graphs of sequential tasks over heterogeneous platforms. These algorithms
fall into two categories. The first category contains four algorithms, named
C1, C2, C3, and C4, which combine the task graphs into a single composite
graph. C1, C2, and C3 all combine the task graphs in a fork-join manner by
making all their entry tasks successors of a new zero-weight entry task, and
all their exit tasks predecessors of a new zero-weight exit task. C1 schedules
the composite task graphs using a standard graph scheduling heuristic (the
authors of [32] use either HEFT [30] or Hybrid.BMCT [26]). C2 and C3
partition the composite task graph into precedence levels, where all tasks
within a level can be executed concurrently. Levels are then scheduled in
sequence. C2 uses a standard independent task scheduling heuristic. C3
schedules tasks in a round-robin fashion in a view to increasing fairness. The
C4 algorithm is markedly different in that it first determines the makespan
of each task graph if it were to execute alone of the target platform using a
standard task graph scheduling heuristic. Then shorter graphs are “grafted”
onto larger graphs at judicious locations. This composite graph is then
scheduled using a standard graph scheduling heuristic.
The two algorithms in the second category, F1 and F2, attempt to min-
imize unfairness at each scheduling decision. At each step, the algorithms
estimate current stretches. These stretches are zero for task graphs with no
scheduled tasks, which is the case of all graphs initially. The algorithms sort
the task graphs first by descending stretches and then, for equal stretches,
INRIA
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by decreasing maximum bottom level of tasks yet to be scheduled. A task
from the first task graph in the list is then scheduled on a processor using
a standard task graph scheduling algorithm. Therefore, at each step the
algorithms attempt to schedule a task from the task graph with the worst
current stretch. The F1 and F2 algorithms differ in the way they estimate
the current stretch. After scheduling a task t of task graph G, F1 computes
G’s new current stretch by dividing t’s completion time by its completion
time in the schedule computed assuming that G is alone on the platform.
F2 instead updates the current stretch of all task graphs. Let ct be the
completion time of task t. For each task graph, F2 finds the most recently
scheduled task t′ that executes at time ct, if it exists. F2 then determines
what percentage of task t′ is completed by time ct, and at what time the
same percentage of task t′ is completed in the schedule computed assuming
that the task graph is alone on the platform. The current stretch for this
task graph is then set to ct divided by this time.
The results in [32] show that F1 and F2 are superior to the other al-
gorithms in terms of fairness, and essentially equivalent in terms of overall
makespan. While C1 leads to the best makespans, it is the worst algorithm
in terms of fairness. C1 is nevertheless interesting as it corresponds to a
simple approach that is straightforward to implement. C4 is the best of the
four algorithms that combine task graphs. Consequently, we include C1, C4,
F1, and F2 in our study.
These algorithms are for scheduling task graphs of sequential tasks, while
our goal is to schedule PTGs. Fortunately, it is possible to extend them to
PTGs. In [32] each algorithm is based on a standard task graph scheduling
algorithm to (i) compute the makespan of each task graph assuming it is
alone on the platform; (ii) pick and schedule tasks; and (iii) estimate in-
progress stretches for all task graphs. It turns out that we can use a standard
PTG scheduling algorithm to the same end. We use the improved version
of the HCPA algorithm described in [23]. Finally, we compact the produced
schedules with the backfilling approach described in Section 4.1.
4.3 Algorithms by N’takpe´ et al.
In [22], N’takpe´ et al. propose to construct fair schedules for multiple PTGs
by constraining the number of processors allocated to each PTG. More pre-
cisely, their resource allocation procedure ensures that no more than a frac-
tion of the available processors in the platform is allocated to the tasks in
a given precedence level of each PTG. The rationale is that the candidate
ready tasks often belong to the same precedence level of a single PTG and
thus can be executed concurrently. To prevent the postponing of tasks be-
longing to short PTGs (i.e., PTGs with short critical paths), a problem
identified in [32], N’takpe´ et al. propose a mapping procedure that performs
list scheduling only on ready tasks. In this way, even a short PTG can
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start at time 0. They name their family of algorithms Constrained Resource
Allocation (CRA).
N’takpe´ et al. consider several strategies to determine the resource con-
straint for each PTG. Three of these strategies lead to a good trade-off be-
tween fairness and overall makespan. The first, named CRA_NDAGS, simply
gives an equal share of the resources to each PTG. The two other strategies
account for specific characteristics of the PTGs. The CRA_WORK strategy
accounts for the amount of computation for the PTGs by specifying the
resource constraint of the ith PTG, Pi, as
Pi =
1
2N
+
ωi
2
∑N
j=1 ωj
, (1)
where ωi denotes the sequential work of the i
th PTG (i.e., the sum of the
sequential execution times of all its tasks).
The CRA_WIDTH strategy accounts for the maximum width of each PTG,
i.e., the size of the precedence level that comprises the most tasks. A PTG
with a large level should be able to exploit more task parallelism, and should
therefore be given a larger allocation. Otherwise, this large level could be-
come a performance bottleneck. The CRA_WIDTH strategy specifies the re-
source constraint of the ith PTG as
Pi =
1
2N
+
width(i)
2
∑N
j=1 width(j)
, (2)
where width(i) denotes the number of tasks in the largest level of the ith
PTG. N’takpe´ et al. have shown that this last strategy is the fairest of the
three.
For each of these algorithms, we also implement a WEIGHT variant that
sorts the tasks in the same way as the SELFISH_WEIGHT variant of SELFISH,
as described in Section 4.1. ORDER variants that sort tasks as SELFISH_ORDER
are also possible, but our simulation results showed them to be outperformed
by the WEIGHT variants. Therefore, given the sheer number of algorithms
being evaluated in this work, we do not include them in our results.
We include these algorithms in our study but compact the schedules they
produce using the backfilling approach described in Section 4.1.
4.4 Algorithms Based on Dutot et al.
In [11], Dutot et al. propose algorithms for scheduling moldable independent
jobs on a homogeneous cluster. All their algorithms rely on the 3/2 + ǫ
approximation algorithm in [12]. This algorithm computes an approximation
of the optimal makespan, C∗max, computes an allocation for each moldable
job (i.e., a number of processors), and produces a schedule. This schedule
is structured as two phases, or “shelves”, with jobs scheduled in either one
INRIA
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of the two shelves (larger jobs in the first longer shelf, and smaller jobs in
the second shorter shelf). The first algorithm in [11] simply uses the 2-shelf
schedule produced by the approximation algorithm. Two other algorithms
are proposed that use only the allocations produced by the approximation
algorithm and use two well-known list scheduling algorithms to schedule the
jobs with these allocations. The first is LPTF (Longest Processing Time
First), which gives priority to the job that has the longest processing time.
The second is SAF (Smallest Area First), which gives priority to the job
that has the smallest product of the number of processors allocated to it by
its execution time.
The last algorithm proposed by Dutot et al. uses only the approximation
of C∗max computed by the approximation algorithm. It then partitions the
time from 0 to C∗max in K phases, or “shelves,” where K depends on C
∗
max
and the smallest possible execution time over all jobs. By contrast with the
schedule produced by the approximation algorithm, there can be more than
two shelves, and shelves increase in duration throughout the schedule. The
goal is then to determine which jobs are scheduled within each shelf. This
is done by solving a knapsack problem, via dynamic programming, for each
shelf, from the smallest to the largest shelf. The goal is to maximize the
“weights” of the jobs packed into each shelf, where the weights are those
used for computing the weighted average completion time, which is one of
the two criteria to optimize. The resulting schedule is then compacted via
a number of optimizations (e.g., shuﬄe the order of shelves randomly, use
a list scheduling heuristic to schedule jobs while respecting a given shelf
order).
The work by Dutot et al. addresses a more general problem than ours
since PTGs are just one kind of moldable jobs. Indeed, since the tasks in
a PTG are themselves moldable, a PTG can be executed on any number of
processors p, with p varying from 1 to P . As a result, the algorithms in [11]
produce coarse-grain schedules that cannot take advantage of the fine-grain
structure of PTGs and lead to schedule fragmentation. We propose algo-
rithms based on the ideas in Dutot et al., but that schedule PTGs and focus
on optimizing makespan and fairness rather than makespan and weighted
average completion time. We label this family of algorithms CAFM (Coarse-
grain Allocation Fine-grain Mapping), since allocations are computed as-
suming generic moldable jobs, but task mapping is done with respect to
individual PTG tasks.
The first step of all algorithms is to compute the execution time of each
PTG assuming that p processors are available, with p varying from 1 to P .
This is done using the improved HCPA algorithm from [23] to schedule the
PTG on the given number of processors. In this way we obtain a specifica-
tion of each PTG as a moldable job. We can then use the approximation
algorithm in [12] to compute an approximation of C∗max, and an allocation
for each job. Note that, unlike in [11], we do not attempt to reuse the 2-shelf
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schedule produced by this algorithm for two reasons. First, the second shelf
contains mostly smaller jobs, which is detrimental to fairness. Second, even
if the two shelves were to be swapped, we propose below a K-shelf algorithm
that subsumes the 2-shelf approach.
Once allocations have been computed for each job, like in [11], we can
use standard list scheduling techniques to schedule the jobs. Each job is
then assigned a rectangular “box” in the schedule, that spans a number of
processors and a number of time units. Within this box we can then schedule
the individual tasks of the job, which is really a PTG. Recall that this is
done using the improved HCPA algorithm from [23]. Once this is done for
all PTGs, we obtain a schedule for all tasks of all PTGs. This schedule is
likely very fragmented, and we compact it using backfilling, as explained
in Section 4.1. For list scheduling we use the SAF and LPTF approaches
as in [11]. However, we note that LPTF, unlike SAF, is likely detrimental
to fairness since it gives priority to longer jobs and risks postponing the
execution of shorter jobs. For this reason we also use a Shortest Processing
Time First (SPTF) approach. We obtain three algorithms: CAFM_LPTF,
CAFM_SPTF, and CAFM_SAF.
The K-shelf idea in [11] is attractive from the perspective of fairness, as
smaller jobs can be placed in smaller, earlier shelves. We reuse the algorithm
from [11] to compute a K-shelf schedule for moldable jobs. One difference
is that the packing of jobs into shelves solves a knapsack problem in which
the weights of all the jobs are equal to 1, as opposed to an arbitrary weight.
This is because our objective is to maximize an unweighted notion of fairness,
rather than maximizing weighted average completion time. Note that, unlike
in [11], we do not shuﬄe shelf order as shelves of non-decreasing durations
promote fairness. Once a K-shelf schedule has been produced, as for the
three CAFM algorithms described earlier, we schedule the tasks of each
PTG within its box, and use backfilling to compact the schedule. We name
this algorithm CAFM_K_SHELVES.
Finally, we propose an algorithm that combines the ideas from the CRA
algorithms by N’takpe´ et al. (see Section 4.3) and those by Dutot et al.
Recall that the algorithms by N’takpe´ et al. simply attempt to constrain
the number of processors used for each PTG. While their algorithms use
a number of heuristics to compute these constraints, it is possible to base
them on the allocations computed by the approximation algorithm in [12].
These allocations are known to provide a strong guarantee on the overall
makespan, and may therefore provide a good basis for producing a desirable
overall schedule. Using the same procedure as for the other algorithms in
this section we execute the approximation algorithm and obtain an resource
constraint for each PTG. Using this constraint, we can now compute an
allocation for each task of each PTG using the improved HCPA algorithm
in [23]. We can then schedule all tasks together, using the standard list
scheduling approach of prioritizing tasks by decreasing bottom-levels. Like
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for the other CAFM algorithms, we compact the schedule using backfilling.
We name this algorithm CAFM_CRA.
Like for the algorithms described in the previous section, we also imple-
ment a CAFM_CRA_WEIGHT variant of CAFM_CRA that sorts the tasks in the
same way as the SELFISH_WEIGHT variant of SELFISH, as described in Sec-
tion 4.1. And here also the corresponding ORDER variant was found to be
outperformed by the WEIGHT variant, and is not included in our results.
5 Experimental Evaluation
5.1 Experimental Methodology
We use simulation for evaluating the algorithms in the previous section.
Simulation allows us to perform a statistically significant number of ex-
periments for a wide range of application configurations (in a reasonable
amount of time). We use the SimGrid toolkit v3.3.3 [7, 28] as the basis
for our simulator. SimGrid provides the required fundamental abstractions
for the discrete-event simulation of parallel applications in distributed en-
vironments and was specifically designed for the evaluation of scheduling
algorithms. We explain hereafter how we instantiate the models described
in Section 3.1 for the simulation experiments.
5.1.1 Platforms
We use configurations from four clusters in the Grid’5000 platform deployed
in France [5, 15]. Two of them, grillon and grelon, are located in Nancy, chti
is located in Lille, and gdx is located in Orsay. Each cluster uses a Gigabit
switched interconnect internally (100µs latency and 1Gb bandwidth). Ta-
ble 1 summarizes the number of processors per cluster and the computation
speed of the processors in each cluster, in GFlop/sec. These values were ob-
tained with the High-Performance Linpack benchmark over the AMD Core
Math Library (ACML).
Cluster grelon grillon chti gdx
#proc. 120 47 20 216
Gflop/sec 3.185 3.379 4.311 3.388
Table 1: Cluster characteristics.
5.1.2 Applications
To instantiate the PTG model described in Section 3.1 we need to define spe-
cific models for execution times of data-parallel tasks and for the structure
of the task graph.
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We take a simple approach for modeling data-parallel task execution
times. We assume that a task operates on a dataset of d double precision
elements (for instance a
√
d × √d square matrix). We arbitrarily assume
that processors have at most 1GByte of memory and thus d ≤ 121M . We
also assume that d is above 4M (if d is too small, the data-parallel task
should most likely be fused with its predecessor or successor). We model
the computational complexity of a task, in number of operations, with one
of the three following expressions, which are representative of common ap-
plications: a ·d (e.g., a stencil computation on a √d×√d domain), a ·d log d
(e.g., sorting an array of d elements), d3/2 (e.g., a multiplication of
√
d×√d
matrices). For the first two types of complexity a is picked randomly be-
tween 26 and 29, to capture the fact that some of these tasks often perform
multiple iterations. We consider four scenarios: three in which all tasks have
one of the three computational complexities above, and one in which task
computational complexities are chosen randomly among the three. Beyond
this model for sequential task execution, we also need to model parallel ex-
ecutions, i.e., how T (v, p) varies with p. We use a simple model that is used
extensively in the literature, thus allowing our results to be compared with
previously published results consistently. This model is based on Amdahl’s
law and specifies that a fraction α of a task’s sequential execution time is
non-parallelizable. Recall that this non-parallelizable part comprises the
overhead of the I/O necessary for data communication between tasks. We
pick random α values uniformly between 0% and 25%. With this model,
task execution time strictly decreases as the number of processors increases.
We consider random PTGs that consist of 10, 20, or 30 data-parallel
tasks. We use five commonly used parameters to define the shape of a PTG:
width, regularity, density, and jumps. The width determines the maximum
parallelism in the PTG, that is the number of tasks per level. A small value
leads to “chain” PTGs and a large value leads to “fork-join” PTGs. The
regularity denotes the uniformity of the number of tasks in each level. A low
value means that levels contain very dissimilar numbers of tasks, while a high
value means that all levels contain similar numbers of tasks. The density
denotes the number of edges between two levels of the PTG, with a low value
leading to few edges and a large value leading to many edges. These three
parameters take values between 0 and 1. In our experiments we use values
0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 for width, and 0.2 and 0.8 for regularity and density. This
leads to PTGs with mean maximum task parallelism of V 0.2, V 0.5, or V 0.8,
where V is the total number of tasks, and coefficients of variance 20% or 80%.
As a result, we generate PTGs that are close to chain graphs and PTGs that
are close to fork-join graphs, with a spectrum of configurations in between.
Furthermore we add random “jumps edges” that go from level l to level
l+ jump, for jump = 1, 2, 4 (the case jump = 1 corresponds to no jumping
“over” any level). We refer the reader to our graph generation program and
its documentation for full details on the graph generation algorithm [29].
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Generating 3 samples for each DAG configuration, and accounting to the
four aforementioned computational complexity scenarios, we obtain a total
of 3× 4× 3× 2× 2× 3× 3 = 1, 296 different random DAGs.
While the above specifies a way to generate a population of synthetic
PTGs, we also consider real PTGs from the Strassen matrix multiplication
and from the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) applications. Both are classical
test cases for PTG scheduling algorithms and we refer the reader for instance
to [10] for details on their structure. These PTGs are more regular than our
synthetic PTGs, which are more representative of workflow applications that
compose arbitrary operators in arbitrary ways. We consider FFT PTGs with
2, 4, and 8 levels (that is 5, 15, and 39 tasks, and a maximum parallelism
of 2, 4, and 8, respectively) All the Strassen PTGs have 25 tasks, and the
maximum parallelism is 10. As for the random DAGs, we consider 4 different
computational complexity scenarios. This is to explore scenarios beyond
those corresponding to the actual FFT and Strassen applications. For each
FFT PTG configuration we generate 10 samples, for a total of 3×4×10 = 120
PTGs. For each Strassen PTG configuration we generate 25 samples, for a
total of 1× 4× 25 = 100 PTGs.
Considering random, FFT, and Strassen PTGs, the number of tasks per
PTG ranges between 5 and 39 tasks. This is representative of real-world
workloads. For instance, the study in [24] reports on scientific workflow
applications that are found in the workload of the Austrian Grid platform.
Most of these workflows comprise around 30 tasks, 75% of them have fewer
than 40 tasks, and only 5% of them have large numbers of tasks higher than
200.
For each of our three classes of PTGs we consider problem instances for
N = 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 concurrent PTGs. For each value of N we generate
25 random sets of PTGs. Since we consider 4 different platforms, we have
25 × 4 = 100 instances of our scheduling problem for each class of PTGs,
for a total of 300 instances. This amounts to a total of 1,500 simulation
scenarios, since we use 5 different values for N . Each algorithm is executed
for each scenario.
5.2 Simulation Results
In what follows we first present results for all our algorithms for the average
stretch metric (Section 5.2.1), the makespan metric (Section 5.2.2), and
the maximum stretch metric (Section 5.2.3). We also present results that
compare the algorithms for two metrics simultaneously (Section 5.2.4). We
then study how our fairness metric, the maximum stretch, varies with the
number of PTGs that are simultaneously schedulers (Section 5.2.5). We
report one results regarding cluster utilization (Section 5.2.6). Finally, we
discuss the execution times of the different algorithms (Section 5.2.7).
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5.2.1 Average Stretch Distribution
Figure 2 shows the distribution of average stretch values for all algorithms.
The results are presented in box-and-whiskers fashion. The box represents
the inter-quartile range (IQR), i.e., all the values comprised between the
1st (25%) and 3rd (75%) quartiles, while the whiskers show the minimal
and maximal values. The horizontal line within the box indicates the me-
dian, or 2nd quartile, value. For each algorithm the figure displays 4 box-
and-whiskers diagrams, from left to right: (i) results for random PTGs;
(ii) results for Strassen PTGs; (iii) results for FFT PTGs; and (iv) results
computed over all PTGs.
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Figure 2: Distribution of average stretch values for all algorithms in box-
and-whiskers fashion. For each algorithm results are shown for random,
Strassen, FFT, and all PTGs.
We first discuss the sensitivity of our results with respect to the three
PTG populations. Focusing on median values, one observable trend is that,
except for the algorithms in the SELFISH family, average stretches are higher
for the Strassen PTGs than for the random and FFT PTGs. The relative
difference between the median value for two PTG populations is as high as
52.0% for F1 and 49.0% for SELFISH. For the other algorithm this relative
difference goes from 7.5% to 42.4% and is 19.2% on average. In terms of
absolute values, the difference between median average stretch values for
different PTG populations for a single algorithm is on average 0.40. One
important question is how the ranking of the algorithms varies according to
different PTG populations. Still focusing on median values, we compute the
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rankings of the algorithms for each of the 3 populations and for all PTGs.
Rank values range from 1 to 19 since there are 19 different algorithms. We
find that the rank of an algorithm using the random, FFT, and Strassen
PTG populations differs from the rank using all PTGs by, on average, 1.68,
1.57, and 2.10, respectively. The difference in ranking for an algorithm that
is the i-th best performing algorithm for a given PTG population and is the
j-th best performing algorithm considering all PTGs is computed as |i− j|.
SELFISH_WEIGHT has the highest such differences in ranking (4, 5, and 6 for
each of the PTG populations), but turns out to be consistently outperformed
by SELFISH_ORDER and is not a contender for being the algorithm of choice.
We conclude that, given the relatively small differences in ranking, using
the results computed over all PTGs gives a reasonable view of the results.
For the rest of this discussion, we consider only the fourth box and whisker
diagram for each algorithm.
SELFISH leads to the worst results, with maximum average stretches up
to 8.43. The SELFISH_ORDER variant leads to dramatically better results
with a maximum average stretches of 3.75, a 3rd quartile of 2.46, a 2nd
quartile of 1.71, a 1st quartile of 1.17, and a minimum of 0.96. The SELF-
ISH_WEIGHT variant, although it improves on SELFISH, is significant worse
than SELFISH_ORDER, with, for instance, a maximum as high as 7.69 and a
median at 1.71. Recall that we have mentioned that for algorithms in the CRA
and the CAFM families the ORDER variants, not included here, were outper-
formed by the WEIGHT variants. This trend is reversed for algorithms in the
SELFISH family, but our inspection of the schedules did not reveal any clear
reason for this trend reversal. All algorithms based on the algorithms by
Zhao et al. (see Section 4.2) are outperformed by SELFISH_ORDER. The best
algorithm in the CRA family is CRA_WORK_WEIGHT, but its performance is only
slightly better than that of CRA_WORK (the only differences are a 3rd quartile
lower by 0.05 and a maximum lower by 0.39). CRA_WORK_WEIGHT leads to re-
sults less consistent than those of SELFISH_WEIGHT: it has higher maximum
and 3rd quartile values, similar median value, and lower 1st quartile and
minimum values. The best of the CAFM algorithms is CAFM_K_SHELVES,
with CAFM_SAF and CAFM_SPTF close behind. Note that CARM_LPTF leads to
much worse worst cases, with a maximum average stretch almost as high as
6. This confirms that LPTF schedules short PTGs late, thus increasing their
stretch unnecessarily, as explained in Section 4.4. CAFM_CRA suffers from the
same weakness. More generally, our results show that algorithms that ex-
plicitly schedule short PTGs first outperforms the other algorithms in the
same family that do not. The performance of CAFM_K_SHELVES is almost
identical to that of SELFISH_ORDER for all the quartiles. We conclude that,
for the average stretch metric, SELFISH_ORDER and CAFM_K_SHELVES are the
best algorithms. We note, however, that several algorithms achieve reason-
able performance with maximum average stretches around 4 and median
average stretches under 2.
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An interesting phenomenon, which occurs in 6% of our simulation sce-
narios, for algorithms in the CRA family, is that a PTG can experience a
shorter makespan in a concurrent schedule than if it were scheduled alone
on the platform using the HCPA algorithm in [23]. This happens in cases
with few concurrent PTGs and is explained as follows. The HCPA algo-
rithm bounds the number of processors that can be used in a schedule as a
way to increase parallel efficiency. It turns out that this bound can be more
stringent than the bound used by the CRA algorithms, and thus can lead
to longer schedules.
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Figure 3: Distribution of overall makespan values for all algorithms in box-
and-whiskers fashion. For each algorithm results are shown for random,
Strassen, FFT, and all PTGs.
5.2.2 Makespan Distribution
Results for the makespan metric are shown in Figure 3, which is similar
to Figure 2. With respect to the sensitivity of our results to the PTG
populations, we find that the relative difference between the median value
for two PTG populations ranges between 17.0% (for C4) and 39.8% (for
CAFM_CRA_WEIGHT) and is 29.1% on average. Like in the previous section,
we evaluate the sensitivity of the algorithm ranking to the PTG populations.
For the random, FFT, and Strassen PTG populations we find that the av-
erage ranking differences with the ranking computed considered all PTGs
are 2.0, 2.4, and 1.15. Here again, we conclude that using results computed
over all PTGs is reasonable for analyzing our results, which is what we do
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in the rest of this discussion. However, we note two notable exceptions:
the maximum makespan achieved by CRA_WIDTH and CRA_WIDTH_WEIGHT is
larger by roughly a factor 2 for the random PTGs than for the FFT and
Strassen PTGs.
Using SELFISH as a reference, the only algorithms that outperform it no-
ticeably for one or more quartile statistics are C1, CRA_WORK, CRA_WORK_WEIGHT,
and all the CAFM algorithms. Expectedly, the ORDER and WEIGHT variants
do not lead to improvements in makespan since for this metric the order in
which the PTGs complete is of no consequence. The good performance of C1
is expected since it treats the PTGs as a single PTG and uses a scheduling
heuristic that was designed to minimize overall makespan. The best algo-
rithm overall is CAFM_CRA, with the lowest maximum (1310.69), 3rd quartile
(404.73), median (249.35), and minimum (3.71), but its performance is com-
parable to that of C1, and also to that of the CRA_WORK, CRA_WORK_WEIGHT,
and CAFM algorithms, which all have maximum makespans under 1800. Like
in the previous section, we find that several algorithms perform reasonably
well and that the makespan metric does not designate a single clear winner.
For instance, CAFM_K_SHELVES, which is found in the previous section to be
among the two best algorithms in terms of average stretch, has median value
only 20% larger than that of CAFM_CRA.
5.2.3 Maximum Stretch Distribution
Figure 4 shows results for the maximum stretch metric. These results are
even more consistent across PTG populations than those in the previous
sections with respect to median values: average ranking differences between
rankings for random, FFT, and Strassen PTGS and the ranking computed
over all PTGs are 0.84, 0.84, and 1.89, respectively. The biggest difference is
6, for F1 and F2. In the discussion hereafter we use statistics computed over
all PTGs. However, we see that for the maximum and 3rd quartile statistics
some algorithms are sensitive to PTG populations. This is seen as variation
of the position of the top whisker within each group of box-and-whisker
diagram, which is particularly noticeable for C1 and CRA_WIDTH. Regardless,
unlike the previous two metrics, the maximum stretch is discriminating as
several algorithms are significantly outperformed by a few others. These
better algorithms have results that are consistent across PTG populations.
Using the maximum stretch as a metric for fairness (low maximum
stretch indicating good fairness), the least fair algorithms is SELFISH, with
a median value of 17.49 and a maximum value of 487.69. SELFISH_WEIGHT
performs roughly an order of magnitude better (median value of 2.38 and
maximum value of 42.18), but is not as good as SELFISH_ORDER (median
value of 1.79 and maximum value of 5.23). This is consistent with results
in the two previous sections. We see that all algorithms based on those by
Zhao et al. in [32] achieve larger maximum values than SELFISH_ORDER by
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Figure 4: Distribution of maximum stretch values for all algorithms in box-
and-whiskers fashion. For each algorithm results are shown for random,
Strassen, FFT, and all PTGs.
at least an order of magnitude. Among the algorithms in the CRA family,
the best algorithm is CRA_WORK_WEIGHT. In the CAFM family, the CAFM_SAF,
CAFM_SPTF, and CAFM_K_SHELVES are the best algorithms. An expected ob-
servation is that the algorithms that achieve the best worst case fairness (i.e.,
the ones with the lowest top whiskers in the figure) are the ones that explic-
itly schedule shorter PTGs first. This explains the high maximum values
above 100 of SELFISH, CRA_NDAGS, CRA_WIDTH, CAFM_CRA, and CAFM_LPTF,
which either do not pay special attention to short PTGs or actually schedule
them later explicitly. One interesting feature of the results is that all CRA
algorithms use the same mapping procedure, while all the CAFM algorithms
use the same allocation procedure. In both family of algorithms we see some
algorithms that perform very poorly and some algorithms that perform very
well. For the two other metrics algorithms all performs somewhat similarly,
but for minimizing the maximum stretch (i.e., for avoiding cases in which a
few PTGs experience very poor performance), both allocation and mapping
must be done judiciously.
The fairest algorithm overall is SELFISH_ORDER, with a median value of
1.79, a 3rd quartile of 2.40, and a maximum of 5.23. CAFM_K_SHELVES is
strictly better than CRA_WORK_WEIGHT according to all quartile statistics,
with a median value of 2.43, a 3rd quartile of 4.18 and a maximum of 21.09.
CAFM_SAF and CAFM_SPTF achieve slightly better maximum values (17.98
in both cases), but have median values above 4.50, i.e., above the median
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value of CAFM_K_SHELVES. We conclude that the best algorithm in terms of
maximum stretch is SELFISH_ORDER followed by CAFM_K_SHELVES.
According to all results seen so far, one algorithm that is among the best
for each metric is CAFM_K_SHELVES. SELFISH_ORDER is a close contender and
outperforms CAFM_K_SHELVES for the maximum stretch metric.
5.2.4 Bi-criteria Performance Relative to SELFISH
The results obtained so far make it difficult to fully understand the trade-
offs between the different metrics. In this section we conduct a bi-criteria
analysis of the algorithms, using SELFISH as a baseline so as to quantify
how the different algorithms improve schedules relatively to the simplest
algorithm.
For each simulation scenario and for each algorithm we compute the
achieved unfairness and makespan, relative to those achieved by SELFISH.
We then compute these relative values averaged over all simulation scenar-
ios. Figure 5 shows all algorithms in a 2-D“Pareto” plot, where the x-axis is
the mean relative makespan and the y-axis is the mean relative makespan.
Algorithms located toward the bottom-left corner of the graph are prefer-
able, and algorithms that are non-dominated, i.e., not outperformed by any
single other algorithm for both the mean relative makespan and the mean
relative average stretch, are linked with a line.
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Figure 5: Mean average stretch vs. mean makespan, relative to SELFISH.
This figure confirms some of the findings in the previous three sections.
We see that several algorithm can improve on the straightforward SELFISH
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approach for both criteria. The algorithms based on those by Zhao et al.
in [32] are all significantly outperformed by other algorithms. We also see
that the WEIGHT version of each algorithm lies to the right and below the
original algorithm, meaning that it improves average stretch but degrades
makespan. The same observation holds for SELFISH_WEIGHT and SELF-
ISH_ORDER. Among the non-dominated algorithms, SELFISH_ORDER achieves
the best average stretch, but leads to a makespan more than 10% larger than
SELFISH. This demonstrates that improving upon SELFISH in terms of fair-
ness is straightforward, but doing so while maintaining, or improving, the
makespan requires more sophisticated algorithms. At the other end of the
spectrum is CAFM_CRA, which achieves a makespan more than 25% lower
than SELFISH. CAFM_LPTF also achieves a low makespan, but only slightly
lower than CAFM_CRA_WEIGHT at the expense of a large increase in average
stretch, as seen by the steep line segment connecting the two algorithms.
CAFM_CRA_WEIGHT, CRA_WORK, CRA_WORK_WEIGHT, and CAFM_K_SHELVES are
also non-dominated, and form a spectrum of trade-offs between makespan
and average stretch. Among the 7 non-dominated algorithms, CAFM_LPTF
and SELFISH_ORDER both pay a small decrease in one criterion by a large
increase in the other.
Figure 6 is similar to Figure 5 but its y-axis shows the mean maximum
stretch relative to SELFISH. This figure only shows the 7 non-dominated
algorithms in Figure 5. It turns out that all other algorithms are all domi-
nated for these two metrics as well, as well as CRA_WORK. The observations
made on Figure 5 regarding the relative performance of the algorithms hold
for Figure 6. As seen in the previous sections, we see that some algorithms
outperform SELFISH in terms of the maximum stretch by more than one
order of magnitude.
Figure 7 shows mean maximum stretch vs. mean average stretch, rela-
tive to SELFISH, for the 6 non-dominated algorithms shows in the previous
figure. SELFISH_ORDER is the only non-dominated algorithm. It is therefore
never dominated regardless of which two metrics are considered. However,
it leads to very high makespan, more than 10% larger than SELFISH. Likely
preferable in practice is CAFM_K_SHELVES, followed by CRA_WORK_WEIGHT.
5.2.5 Maximum Stretch vs. Number of PTGs
In this section we study how maximum stretch, i.e., our measure of fairness,
evolves as the number of concurrently scheduled PTGs increases. Presum-
ably, as the number of PTGs increases, maintaining fairness among PTGs
becomes more difficult. Results are shown in Figure 8, which plots mean
maximum stretch, averaged over all simulation scenarios for a given number
of scenarios, versus the number of PTGs. The baseline algorithm, SELFISH,
shows a steep growth in mean maximum stretch as the number of PTGs in-
creases. This is expected since this algorithm pays no attention to fairness.
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Figure 6: Mean maximum stretch vs. mean makespan, relative to SELFISH.
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SELFISH.
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To avoid unnecessary clutter we present results only for the fairest algorithm
in each algorithm family. We include two of the algorithms proposed by Zhao
et al., C4 and F2, as they use significantly different approaches. These two
algorithms lead to results better than those of SELFISH, with C4 being the
best of the two. SELFISH_ORDER, CRA_WORK_WEIGHT, and CAFM_K_SHELVES
have similar behaviors and exhibit only slowly increasing mean maximum
stretch. We conclude that these algorithms are able to produce fair schedules
even when the number of PTGs competing for resources increases.
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Figure 8: Mean maximum stretch vs. the number of concurrent PTGs.
5.2.6 Cluster Utilization
We define the utilization of a cluster for an experimental scenario as the num-
ber of idle processors as a given instant, average over the overall makespan.
Table 2 shows utilization results for each algorithm, average over all exper-
imental scenarios for a given cluster (see Table 1 for cluster specifications).
All utilization levels reported in the table are above 75%, and 89.5% of
them are 90% or higher. This indicates that, in our experiments, the PTGs
can saturate the clusters. This confirms that we study high-load scenarios
in which there is true competition for compute resources. The lowest uti-
lization levels are achieved for the largest cluster (gdx), which is expected.
Particularly notable are the utilization levels around 75% for that cluster
when using the CAFM algorithms.
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chti grillon grelon gdx
SELFISH 100.00 99.82 98.78 96.20
SELFISH ORDER 100.00 99.77 97.72 94.30
SELFISH WEIGHT 100.00 99.77 97.78 94.40
C1 99.87 99.44 95.85 89.47
C4 99.96 99.47 96.38 90.88
F1 100.00 99.82 98.68 96.18
F2 100.00 99.82 98.68 96.15
CRA NDAGS 99.85 99.93 99.88 99.87
CRA NDAGS WEIGHT 99.33 98.146 99.02 98.80
CRA WORK 99.96 99.92 99.87 99.91
CRA WORK WEIGHT 99.96 99.48 99.10 99.10
CRA WIDTH 99.83 99.85 99.82 99.81
CRA WIDTH WEIGHT 99.24 98.14 98.81 98.74
CAFM CRA 99.79 98.89 91.63 78.30
CAFM CRA WEIGHT 99.72 98.55 89.82 75.62
CAFM SAF 99.77 98.64 90.34 76.76
CAFM SPTF 99.77 98.63 90.26 76.67
CAFM LPTF 99.66 98.50 90.05 76.05
CAFM K SHELVES 99.88 99.38 94.98 88.07
Table 2: Cluster utilization levels in percentage, averaged over all simulation
scenarios for a given cluster and a given algorithm.
5.2.7 Comparison of Scheduling Times
In this section we compare our algorithms in terms of time to compute a
schedule. Times are measured on an Intel 2.20GHz processor and for the
most demanding scenarios in our experiments: scheduling 10 random PTGs
on the largest cluster (216 processors). Cluster size has a high impact on
the time to compute a schedule for several algorithms as it increases the
convergence time of the allocation procedure of the HCPA algorithm, which
is used as a building block. All results hereafter are averages over 5 samples.
The baseline algorithm, SELFISH, computes schedules in 0.29 seconds.
The CRA algorithms are faster, at 0.09 seconds. These algorithms first
determine a resource constraint for each PTG. They then build the schedule
of each PTG according to this constraint and thus on fewer processors,
which takes less time than for the whole cluster as in SELFISH. F1 and
F2 compute schedules in 0.20 seconds. C1 and C4 compute schedules in
2.22 seconds. These algorithms schedule a very large composite graph for
which the bottom levels of unscheduled tasks must be recomputed at each
iteration. The CAFM algorithms all take significantly more time, at around
50 seconds. 85% of this time is due to determining the specification of each
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PTG as a moldable job, which invokes HCPA many times. The performance
of HCPA is very sensitive to the shape of the PTGs, being particularly poor
for PTGs that have low task parallelism. Note that if a PTG is executed
more than once, then its specification as a moldable job does not need to
be recomputed. In this case the CAFM algorithms would exhibit runtimes
under 15 seconds, still orders of magnitude larger than the runtimes of the
CRA algorithms.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have evaluated algorithms for off-line scheduling of multi-
ple PTGs on a cluster. We have used three metrics to quantify the quality
of a schedule, namely, the average stretch, the makespan, and the maximum
stretch. The first two metrics pertain to performance and the third ones
to performance and fairness. Based on our experiments, 3 our of the 19
studied algorithms have emerged. We have found that CAFM_K_SHELVES is
the best algorithm considering its performance on all three metrics. This
algorithm computes resource allocations based on the guaranteed algorithm
in [12] for optimizing the makespan, and builds the schedule as a sequence of
“shelves” of increasing durations based on the makespan guarantee. Another
algorithm that achieves performance close to that of CAFM_K_SHELVES is
CRA_WORK_WEIGHT. This algorithm is based on one of the algorithms in [22],
and uses a much simpler allocation and mapping procedure. This algo-
rithm may therefore be a good choice for large problem instances, for which
the time needed by CAFM_K_SHELVES to compute the schedule may be pro-
hibitively large. CRA_WORK_WEIGHT would also be a good choice for prac-
titioners that prefer a less involved implementation of the scheduling algo-
rithm. Finally, the even simpler SELFISH_ORDER outperforms both these
algorithms in terms of maximum and average stretch, but performs poorly
in terms of makespan. If makespan is not a metric under consideration, then
SELFISH_ORDER is the algorithm of choice.
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